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Abstract— Local train is the lifeline of people in Mumbai, 

People have to wait in queue for ticket so they prefer to take 

pass which will reduce the wastage of time and this pass can 

be used monthly, quarterly  or yearly  as per their  

requirements .But for issuing pass they have to wait in a 

queue for a long time. Which is very time consuming 

process and students are no exceptions. Education without 

train travelling is a rarely seen case. Students has given a 

facility by central and western railway, Mumbai, giving 

them concession in train pass if they use the local train 

services for going to their educational institutes .Colleges in 

Mumbai, provide students the railway train concession 

forms, issued by the Central and Western Railway, Mumbai, 

to avail the concession facility. Students have to wait for 

hours in a queue to get this form. The concerned college 

authority has a cumbersome task of filling the student details 

manually on the form. After analyzing all the problems and 

requirements of the hour, the need for automation was 

strongly felt. E- Railway Concession Form System is an 

application that has automated the manual process which 

has many flaws the perfection of data that this system 

provides to the institute and the government cannot be 

achieved with the manual proceedings. It aims at making the 

process efficient, quick and easy-going. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We are creating a web application which provides an 

interface to the students as well as people of Mumbai who 

can make an online request for the Railway pass. It would 

solve all of the previous issues, ease the process, increase 

the efficiency and speed up the tasks. 

The user will first register and after registration 

he/she will get a login id as well as password, once they get 

a login id and password they will login the system and fill 

the concession form. If the user is filling a form for the first 

time then they have to fill all the details which is asked in 

the form, and if the user has already filled a form then they 

just have to replace the date and everything will remain 

same. After filling form procedure gets over then the user 

will get divided into the category whether they is student , a 

senior citizen or other people and the concession is provided 

accordingly.Once the form is filled and if the user is student 

then cross verification of the details, which is provided by 

the student will be done by using a college database an after 

verification of data it will get stored in college database as 

well as in railway’s database If the user is not a student then 

after submitting a form the data will get stored in railway’s 

database. Once the data gets stored in railway database the 

user has to pay the amount for a pass and then granted 

message will send by the railway database to user. And 

system will automatically generate a PDF of pass having 

watermark on it and which will not be editable and the user 

can take print of the pass by one click. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In Existing system people have to wait in a queue for a long 

time, which leads to unnecessarily wastage of time. After 

that they have to take the form and fill and submit it to ticket 

counter. Railway authority cross verify the detail filled by 

the person and then  issued the pass .This pass works as a 

Mumbai suburban season ticket using this pass the pass 

issuer can travel anywhere from the source to destination 

which is issued in pass. This pass can be Monthly, Quarterly 

or yearly as per the requirement of issuer and For student the 

Central and Western Railway, Mumbai send the educational 

institutes, stack of concession form booklet; each consisting 

of 50 forms. The concession pass that a student gets with the 

help of this form is valid for duration of a month or three 

months depending upon the preference given by the student. 

And every time, the student has to get a fresh form. So this 

process of giving and taking concession forms goes all 

through the academic year 

 
Fig. 2.1: Workflow of Existing system for others. 

 
Fig. 2.2: Workflow of Existing system for Student. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The user will first register and after registration he/she will 

get a login id as well as password, once they get a login id 

and password they will login the system and fill the 

concession form. If the user is filling a form for the first 

time then they have to fill all the details which is asked in 

the form, and if the user has already filled a form then they 

just have to replace the date and everything will remain 

same. After filling form procedure gets over then the user 

will get divided into the category whether they is student , a 

senior citizen or other people and the concession is provided 

accordingly. 

Database the user has to pay the amount for a pass 

and then granted message will send by the railway database 

to user. And system will automatically generate a PDF of 

pass having watermark on it and which will not be editable 

and the user can take print of the pass by one click. 

 
Fig. 3.1: Workflow of Proposed  system. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Progress in web technologies has led to rapid growth of 

online systems for day-to-day tasks such as shopping, 

paying bills, reservation etc. My Online Railway Concession 

is a similar innovation where a tiresome manual process is 

automated. To avail the concession facility students have to 

get the concession form that the college issues with their 

respective details filled on it. This includes their personal 

details as well as their preferences for the railway pass for 

which they need concession. These preferences include: 

1) Class: Mumbai locals have two types of compartments, 

first and second class. 

2) Duration: The time period for which they need the 

railway pass- monthly and quarterly. 

3) 3. Via(Route): If travelling to the institution needs a 

change-over of train, then via field decides    the route 

of travelling. 

In proposed System, we are creating a web 

application which provides an interface to the students as 

well as people of Mumbai who can make an online request 

for the Railway pass. It would solve all of the previous 

issues, ease the process, increase the efficiency and speed up 

the tasks. 

The user will first register and after registration 

he/she will get a login id as well as password, once they get 

a login id and password they will login the system and fill 

the concession form. If the user is filling a form for the first 

time then they have to fill all the details which is asked in 

the form, and if the user has already filled a form then they 

just have to replace the date and everything will remain 

same. After filling form procedure gets over then the user 

will get divided into the category whether they is student , a 

senior citizen or other people and the concession is provided 

accordingly. 

Once the form is filled and if the user is student 

then cross verification of the details, which is provided by 

the student will be done by using a college database an after 

verification of data it will get stored in college database as 

well as in railway’s database If the user is not a student then 

after submitting a form the data will get stored in railway’s 

database. Once the data gets stored in railway database the 

user has to pay the amount for a pass and then granted 

message will send by the railway database to user. And 

system will automatically generate a PDF of pass having 

watermark on it and which will not be editable and the user 

can take print of the pass by one click. 

 
Fig. 41: Workflow of Propose  system. 

A. Registration 

This is the first module of the system. The user who wants 

to take benefits of our system, he/she  needs to register 

themselves. In this module, system will be prompting what 

details needs to be entered. Before submitting details, 

system will confirm the information by prompting. After 

registration, all the information along with username and 

password  will be stored in database.  

B. Login 

Once the registration is done, user can login to system by 

providing username and password for accessing his/her 

account. This module is used for authentication. It will 

accept username and password. Then this details will  be 

used by system to decide whether that user is valid or not. If 
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he/she is authorized user then system will redirect that user 

to next GUI. 

 
Fig. 4.2: Sequence diagram. 

After successful login, system prompts for action to be 

performed such as : 

1) Concession Form 

2) Payment Details 

3) Print 

 
Fig. 4.3: Use Case Diagram. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

We can make an application for mobile which can run on 

multiple Operating  Systems. Which will be user friendly 

and enhance the performance. It will be cost effective. 

Managing and accessing a system will become easy and 

quick. One time installation and compatibility of application 

across devices, software upgradability will be available. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It is a boon for the students as well as people whose 

precious time and energy is saved. The system not only 

lessens the work load on the college authority but also fixes 

any wrong information about the students that the institution 

may have. For the concerned educational institute’s 

authority whose workload is tremendously reduced and for 

the government at large, whose services are protected from 

exploitation. 
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